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TRe history of interpersonal attraction is synonymous with the 
history of human relationships. It can rightly be assumed that human 
relationships, their diverse facfe:ts, patterns and manifestaLions owe their 
existence to attraction and so the existence o£ all the living beings. 
The first human situation in which this problem •v/ould have operated would 
have been when the first man and woman felt fascination for each other. 
In fact, attraction seem&to be the cardinal principle of procreation, 
unity and harmony. 
Through ages the problem ot interpersonal attraction has attracted 
the human scientists, but littte seerasto have come out of their Deliberations 
so t..at one does noL know what makes one like-dislike the other, accept 
some as friends and rejects otaer as toes. However, only recently 
psychologists started addressing to this problcn and the rate ol research 
activity in tiic area points to the im .ortance and promise.tue problem of 
interpersonal attraction, llie many questions relatinj^ to the dynamics of 
interpersonal attraction which remained unresolved tor a long period of 
time seem to have been answered by some o£ the studies, though not squarely. 
Investigations in to the dynamics of interpersonal attraction have 
adopted at least three different aspects which incidentally are the traditional 
components of attitudes, namely, cognitive, atfective and behavioural. 
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A person's liking for anotuer person, ttiereiore, is determined by his 
knowledge about the other person, the quality of his feelings toward the other 
person and the actual behaviour of the other person (Kelvin, 1970), These three 
aspects, however^ are noL necesbarily tied up together. Rather,they are tairly 
independent suggesting that one cannot foretell on the basis of one's utterances 
what is he going to do, and also the knowledge of one aspect may not be true 
about the other aspect. Whether a person's expressed liking provides a cue 
t'l his choice activity is a fqvourite question with the researchers in the 
area and in almost every study the relationship between some external stimulus 
and what people feel they will do is /studied . Although tairly concerned with 
discovering why people like each other and what makes one attractive, a more 
prime objective is to gather knowledge of the dynamics of developing relationships 
which, albeit, are not always static and permanent but shifting and fluctuating. 
Since any research on interpersonal attraction needs to carry developing 
relationships for a meaningful take-off, it is imperative to be well-familiar 
witn how and under what conditions reiatioships begin and develop. 
In the empirical research on interpersonal attraction the three 
possibilities ot relationships where attraction has been identified and 
investigated pertain to : (a) assessinn the factors that initiate attraction 
where it was never there, such as two strangers couiing in^o contact; (b) 
determining what factors and events atfect or maintain attractiveness 
levels which were already there, such as knowing wh> people change their 
attitudes about someone or sustain their feeling of attraction or begin 
feeling still intensely about someone they already like or dislike; 
(c) studying relationships and the telt attraction abcmt each 
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other by means OL socially recognized and followed si^^nals of comiaunication, 
and in this process malcing use of different parts oi. the body, gestures and 
postures, or what is popularly known as ttie media of non-verbal communication, 
Many psychological problems that emerge in dij.ierent social 
situations provide ample justification for studying interpersonal attraction 
These problems and their resolution are bound up with many consequences and 
the implications they have are more likely to be looked in relation to 
(XTuL 
broader human contexts as well as to the limited/narrower social problems 
and issues. 
For studying these problems of social-psychological import 
that lie in J.he matrix of interpersonal attraction, psychologists have 
adopted both conceptual and empirical approaches. 
The conceptual or theoretical studies seem to be divisible into 
two broader approaches and standpoints: To the first category belong the 
f'reudian approach, represented and illustrated by Murstein (1971); the 
ethological approach (Tiger and J^ 'OX, 1972) and the ettmo-methodological 
approach (Garfinkel, lS-62). Falling in^to the second category may be 
mentioned the theories advanced by either cognitive theorists (restinger, 
1957; Heider, 1938; Newcomb, 1961) or reinforcement theorists (3yrne, 1971; 
B>rne and CIore, i970). 
Cognitive theorists have tended to emphasize the homcostafic 
properties of elements within a closed system and the need for cognitive 
consistency. Reinforcement theorist/'have tended to focus on the stimulus 
and response elements which constitute the attraction process, on the 
positive and negative properties ot the relevant stimuli, and on the 
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efLectiveness of borrowing concepts iron learning theory and applying them 
to the attraction situation. It is tie latter theory which has contributed 
immensely to the empirical investigations into the problems of inLerpersonal 
attraction and which, thereiore, have a special neaning for the present 
study. Invariably every empirical study on the cognitive as well as 
non-cognitive aspects of interpersonal attraction carried out during 
the last three decades seems to have incorporated the basic principle of 
sdmilarity. There can be a number of ways in which two persons can perceive 
similarity in eachlother and generally studies on interpersonal attraction 
havd^een concerned with studying the types and levels of similarity 
considered to affect interpersonal attraction. 
The present study seeks to assess the role of non-cognitive aspect 
of interpersonal attraction as part of a larger study which includes also 
the study of cognitive factors in interpersonal attraction, to be taken up 
latter. Although the non-cognitive studies have made use of many social and 
physical variableSthe factors that our study proposes to investigate, to be 
precise, are facial attractiveness, physique-attractiveness, sex and 
socioeconomic status, believed to influence attraction. That is, the study 
seeks to determine the bat;is of attiaction between persons of the opposite 
sex with similar-dissimilar socioeconomic statue, with similar-dissimilar facial 
attractiveness and with similar-dissimlar physique. It may be stated that the 
present study adopted a different procedure of inducing similarii.y-dissimilarity 
in order to evoke attraction - repulsion among subjects. As a general practice 
researches on lacial attractiveness as a factor in interpersonal attraction 
have made use of three broad levels OL attractiveness (High, Medium k Low), 
without taking into coneiideration the level of attractivesicas of the 
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subjects themselves, a factor of deeper dynamic significance,implying that 
attraction or repulsion is a function of the extent to which two interacting 
persons identity with each other. The present investigation followed a 
desii^ n departed from the ones adopted by prfevious studies, incorporating 
certain deviations so as to isolate facial attractiveness from attitudinal 
similarity, commonly taken up together. Our concept of physical 
attractiveness,therefore, consists in what is known as facial attractiveness 
(cf. Chapter three). Excepting a very few studies, facial attracivcness as 
related to liking - disliking has been seldom explored in its exclusive 
right, the present investigation being ene among them. 
Physical attractiveness or outward appearance has ever since been 
considered to be an indicator of an individuals personality. All physiognomic 
theories seem to be convinced with 'VJhat is beautiftjl is good' and what is 
beautitul from exterior should also be beautiful from interior. Inferences 
from ^ utward appearances are generally drawn in accordance with stereotypes 
associated with them, i.e. the suggestion that the physically attractive 
are alao more intelligent, cooperative and helping^and not the physically 
unattractive. Thus physical attractiveness does not remain confined to 
between - sex interaction but crosses in to within - sex interaction ,. A 
positively valued attribute as physical attractiveness has been regarded, 
influencing our liking of others, a number of researcaes have reported 
positive relationship between attractiveness and liking (Sigall and 
Aranson, 1969; Saul and Gill, 1978). The present study intends to discover 
whether physical attractiveness stereotype in fact operates in determining 
the liking for the opposite sex stimulus person. 
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Another important variable that seems to be related to physical 
attractiveness is the socioeconomic status of the interacting persons. It 
may rightly be presupposed that physical attractiveness should covary with 
the socioeconoaic level, since a persons socioeconomic status can be guessed 
trom his exterior^ such as dress, spending on different items ot recreation 
and physical get-up, nutrition and medical care,The suggested status may 
be an important determinant in attraction which needs to be taken care of 
in any rigorously planned study in the area. (Due regard was given in tue 
present study to some of these tactors in the process of identification, 
(for aetail cf. Chapter Three). 
Body-build has been considered to be a major source of physical 
attractiveness and most of the researches have attempted at studying 
the relationship between physique and personality stereotypes about 
body-build, and somatic preferences of the gestalt^or the parts of the body 
through their silhouettes, thus providing only as much information about 
the bod> as could be depicted. That every possible information about the 
body cannot be conveyed through outlines;the suggestion that the responding 
person is made fully aware of the minor details about^the body (Murstein, 
1971) has been accepted and adopted in the present study (for details cf. 
Chapter -jihree)* Although the researches on physical attractiveness have been 
directed to both physique-attractiveness and facial attractiveness as 
factors in interpersonal attraction, their relative role in interpersonal 
attraction has seldom been attempted at. The present study has, therefore, 
addressed itself to rinding out the extent to which bod>-buila and level of 
attractiveness contribute to the felt attraction between two communicating 
persons. 
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f\s a factor contributing to difterences in personality^ body-build 
was acknowledged since the times of Hippocrates. However', in psychological 
literature the studies of body-build appear to have gained momentmm during 
thE latter part of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, vjcth 
Sheldon's study on typology being the last of these chain of studies^which 
to3date is accredited as the most systematic of its kind, Among these, 
Kretschmer's study, employing an approach that held the promise of being 
more meaningful with respect to the purpose of the present investigation^was 
chosen following which delineation of the sample in to broad categories of 
body-build was arrived at. Of the four categories, namely. Asthenic, Athletic, 
Pyknic and dysplastic^the latter was not included for its scanty representation 
among the normal population and also for the difficulty involved in 
identifying such body types. 
As defined by Kretschmer (1925), the asthenic is one with small 
trunk, sharp and lean features, shallow chest , long extremities and invariably 
a tall stature. At the first sight he is described as a thin man. The athletic 
is similar to the asthenic type but for a more balanced muscular development, 
stronger and more robust features and broad shoulders, he is truly 
masculine in appearance and an ideal athlete. The pyknic type is one with 
a plumb, heavy and round body having short legs, a|thiek neck, broad face 
and a full abdomen. His gestalt is that of a fat man. 
Some studies of preferences of various body type in parts or 
configuration can be foynd in the literature both between and withtw 
sexes, which provide a theoretical and empirical context for the present 
investigation (cf. Chapter TWo). 
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It may be noted that while most oC the studies have concentrated on 
getting individual preferences for Lhe different parts of the body, soiie 
oL them have also employed the gestalt of body-build without taking into 
consiaeration the body-build of the rater himself, a very important x.actor 
in uetermining the nature and extent of interaction. IL is here that the 
present investigation may appear to depart from the previous studies, for 
the lactor of identification has been given due importance. 
studies on interpersonal attraction have sought to explore its 
relationship with certain social variables as race, age, sex, socioeconomic 
status, religion and so on. But in most of the researches sex ana 
socioeconomic status have been the favourite variables, iioe%^ver, the studies 
have taken up either sex or socioeconomic status and in no study both of 
these variables have been related to interpersonal attraction. The present 
study has, therefore, intended to explore the role of each of these factors 
in determining the preference for facial and physique-attractiveness. 
The significance of the variable ?i sex in relation to interpersonal 
attraction is so obvious that it neeas no explanation. As far as interaction 
anu communication between members oi. two sexes is concerned the very fact 
that the other person is of the opposite oex becomes tue uajor suurce of 
attraction leaving uehino the affinities and perceived si. tilari ies. Where 
sex does not matter, as perhaps in the case of cUtldren, with in sex 
attraction has been considered to be more relevant. However, in the 
present investigation the sauple being adults, between-sex attraction seemed 
to be of greater consequence, Tlie stuay of males attraction f^r the females 
and .>L L.ie latter Lor the lormer in relation to the ditierences in tue 
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levels of attractiveness, body-build and socioeconomic status was desired 
at to determine the role of similarity - dissiuiilarity on these counts 
between male and female subjects. 
As a factor in determining the nature and extent of attraction 
between sexes , socioeconomic status has been well recognized whicg seems 
a 
to beisource of identification and perceived affinity among subjects of the 
opposite sexes. 
To conclude, it may be recalled that the present study proposed 
to determine the role of physical concomitants - facial attractiveness and 
physique-attractiveness,and social concomitants - sex and socioeconomic 
status-in interpersonal attraction. Toward this end, it was to be determined; 
(1) what type of persons'face, physique and socioeconomic status were 
generally preferred; 
(2) to what extent subjects' similarity-dissimilarity to the stimulus 
persons with respect to face, physique and socioeconomic status played 
a role in interpersonal attraction. 
C H A P T E R - T W O 
R E V I E W O F l i f i L B V A H T 8 T D B I E 8 
As pointed out in the preceding chapter the importance of interpersonal 
attraction has coexisted with human memory and has been regarded as the 
nucleus of interpersonal relationships manifested in various shaaes and 
patterns. As early as Aristotle's time^the problem of attraction was 
approached in terms of friendship versus hatred or similarity versus 
dissimilarity of attitudes, with Aristotle himself being one giving thought 
to the many sources of friendship - enmity, similarity - dissimilraity 
of attitudes: 
We like those who resemble us and are engaged in the same 
pursuits .... we like those who desire the same thing as 
we, if the case is such that we and they can share the 
things together (translated 1932, Pp. 103-105), 
In the psychological literature, however, the tradition of interest 
in interpersonal attraction does not go very tar back. One mentionable 
attempt following an empirical rather than a theoretical approach was 
carried out by Galton (1870), Mainl> concerned with investigating into the 
sources oi. 'heredit> genius', he embarked upon the problem ot attraction 
and similarity. The question whether or not similarities or dissimilarities 
in physical appearance contribute to attraction was taken/by Harris (1912) 
who tested the validity of certain common beliefs related to attraction, 
A tendency among the physically handicapped person, to marry those with the 
same hanaicaps was sui,gested in the case of the deal (Bell, 1883), 
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Similarity in physical deiecLs was found Lo contribute to happier and 
stronger relationship between spouses (Fay, 1898). Likewise,Pearson and 
Lee (1903) studied the resetnblance between spouses and then followed the 
development of sociometric methods, during the 1930*3 and 1940*6 which were 
tested tor their meanintul applicationtj to the study of complex processes 
of interpersonal attraction and repulsion (Moreno, 1934), By means of these 
methods it was possible to measure the extent to which individuals were 
attracted to one another, both trom subject's own report as well as from 
the patterns of overt behaviour in social interactions, the two referring 
respectively to the standard sociometric method and the direct observation 
methods. Following these multiple correlation studies relatinships between 
attraction* on the one hand and similarity of attitudes , opinions, beliei.s, 
and values,(of husbands and wives being much more similar than could be 
expected by ctiance)^ on the other, were investigated.adopting the general 
procedure of Galton .Newcomb and Svehla, 1937; Schiller, 1932; Schooley, 19>6), 
Other investigators selected pairs of friends and found that they, too, 
showed greater than chance agreement about numerous topics (Richardson, 
1940; V,(inslow, 1937), 
The existing coaplexion of research on interpersonal attraction is 
indeed an extension of the studies that appeared during, the i950's, eiaploying 
experimental approach where it was possible to isolate, manipulate and 
control the variables under investigation. The manipulated variables in 
many of the studies (Schachter, 1951; Smith, 1957) happened to be attitudinal 
similarity. 
It may be evident trom the perusal of literature on interpersonal 
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attraction since 1950 till present that in every study is reflected either 
the cognitive or reinforcement theory (cf. Chapter One), Corresponding 
Lo these theories, empirical researches have worked out procedures to 
operationalize and measure attraction which may again be separated into 
Lwo broau categories known as cognitive and non-cognitive, ana still 
another category combining both. 
A large proportion of work has focussed on investigating the 
relationship between interpersonal attraction and cognitive or psychodynamic 
aspects of individuals including self-esteem, personality needs, values, 
personality otherwise conceived, self-ideal discrepancy, and numerous other 
personality variables. 
These and the like have been used as moderating variables in a 
number of studies with a view to ascertaining whether or not these variables 
also play a role in determining attraction or that it is only attitudinal 
similarity, or complimentarity, as borne out from the results o£ many studies, 
which exclude the possible contribution of the personality variables. That 
is, what is central to interpersonal attraction is similarity. 
As the present investigation intends to probe into the non-cognitive 
aspects of interpersonal attraction, a review of studies relating to thid 
area alone is presented and the studies on the cognitive aspects ut 
interpersonal attraction have been deliberately but advisably excluded 
from reviewing. 
As stated earlier^ the non-cognitive aspects of interpersonal attraction, 
or to be precise, physical and social characteristics determining attraction 
consist in facial attractiveness, physique-attractiweness, sex and 
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socioeconomic status differentials with which th«forthcoming studies have 
been concerned. 
An account of the studies, concerninf, the physical attractiveness 
(facial attractiveness and physique-attractiveness), one aspect of 
interpersonal attraction, which the present investigation aims at exploring, 
On 
may now be given focussingithe role in physical attractiveness of sex and 
socioeconomic status, the independent variables of the present study, 
f'ace and Attraction 
In an experiment by Byrne et al, (1968} subject's were asked to 
evaluate strangers of the same or opposite sex who were either physically 
attractive or unattractive. Toward the physically attractive stranger^ 
irrespective of sex, attraction was greater than toward the unattractive 
stranger,. 
Sigall and Aranson (1969), investigated the relationship between 
physical attractiveness and liking. The physical attractiveness^^ attractive 
versus unattractive} ot an evaluater and how she evaluated (positive versus 
negative) were manipulated and effects of this examined. The positive 
attractive evaluator was liked most, while attractiveness of the evaluator, 
if her evaluations were negative, lost its impact and she was liked least. 
The unattractive positive evaluator was liked more than the unattractive 
negative evaluator, 
wilier and Rivenbark (1970) investigated/differences as a determinant 
of heterosexual liking and found that males gave greater weightage to 
physical attractiveness than lemales. The importance of physical attractiveness 
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in partners was also found to be afiected by the dej^ r^ee of intimacy and 
continuance in relatioship. Sex and type of relationship did not show any 
significant interaction, 
Kopera et al., (1971) investigated the effect, of group interaction 
on the perception of physical attractiveness by presenting photographs of 
women faces to two groups of males and females. The attractiveness of each 
photograph was rated by each subject in a coaction setting and then in either 
a group interaction setting oi: again in a coacting setting, a second time. 
The interacting subjects gave a low rating to the photographs on the 
second critical viewing than the coacting subjects indicating that group 
interactions tend to lower down in ratings of attractiveness. 
The answer to the question 'What is beautiful is good'WAS sought 
by Dion et ^1,, (1972), who examined whether physically attractive stimulus 
persons, both male and temale, possessed more socially desirable personality 
traits and expected to lead better lives than unattractive persons.was found 
to be in aftirmative. 
The reverse possibility that 'What is good is beautiiul' was 
investigated into by Gross and Crofton (1977) who wanted to know whettier 
information about personality and character can aftect judgements of beauty. 
The stimulus persons described more favourably received a higher rating 
on physical attractiveness. 
That attraction resides in dissimilarity was found to be true when 
it was a matter between sexes and their perceived roles, and a function of 
siuilarity wheia it pertained to the same sex. That is, attraction between 
members of tiie saue sex was based on similarity and between members of the 
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opposite sex on complimentarity and sex role^attitudes (Seyfried and Uendrick, 
1973). 
Byrne's attraction paradigm was put to test in a study ol sex 
difi-ereuces in physical attractiveness by Schoedel et al,, (1975) intending 
to know whether subjects would perceive attractive strangers of the opposite 
sex as possessing attitudes similar to their own. Analysis of variance 
yielded a significant main effect for attractiveness. In an experiment that 
tollowed,these results were upheld and seemed to support both Byrne's 
paradigm and Newcomb's cognitive symmetry hypothesis. 
The influence of the variable of sex in physical attractiveness 
preferences was explored by Saul and Gill (1978) and the validity of 
stereotype beliefs about sex diiterences in preterences for opposite sex 
coloration was also tested, A sexual selection questionnaire was used to 
obtain likes and dislikes of large groups of male, and female students for 
eye colour, hair colour and complexion colour of the opposite sex. Sex 
difi-erences were found to exist in both likes and dislikes in all Lhe three 
aspectsJ males showing greater preferences for barker male colouration. 
The role of socioeconomic st-atus in determining ph>oical 
Attractiveness was explored by Elder (1^*$). He believed that the possible 
relationship between ph^^ical attractiveness and socioeconomic status did 
not refer merely to difterences in accounterments such as hair style and 
dreij^  but also in more basic qualities related to nutritional and medical 
care differences. Elder's finding that middle class girls were adjudged 
as more attractive taan girls trom the working class with respect to 
physique, sex appeal, grooming and overall appearence^was also supported 
bj variety of data (iiorokin, 1959). 
1 b 
Illsley,(1955)and Elder, (19t»9) in separate studies found evidence 
for relationship between women's physical attractiveness and/upwaro class 
mobility. Klder found that mobile women from the middle and working classes 
were rated significantly higher in adolescents' attractiveness oJ; physique^ 
sex appeal and overall appearence than non-mobile women of similar class 
origin. It was also su^ g^ested that attractiveness had a direct inriuence. 
and a likelihood of marriage to a man ot higher status was relatively 
independent ot educational attainments and determinants. 
Physique and <ittraction 
Another determinant of physical attractiveness i.e. physique or 
body-buildjwhich the present study also proposes to investigate into has 
been taken up in a number of studies which have focussed on body-build as 
one compact whole, different parts constituting the physique, stereotyping 
about physique and personality, and relationship of physique with certain 
personality dimensions. It may be pointed out here that while the present 
investigation conforms to the first category of ——-studies mentioned in 
the preceeding lines, i5 also a departure from them in that, following 
hxirstein (197i) suggestion that even full body photograph lack many details, 
such as height which may aiiect subject's evaluations, couvlcLe inlormation 
about the boay-build was furnished along with the silhouettes ot the body 
(cf, Chapter Three;, It was also condidered necessary, in view or our 
presumption, that the body image the subject carried of himself^ as also 
that of the stimulus person photographically created.may be important 
moderating influences in physical attractiveness, somewhat neglected in earlier 
researeh. 
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Body-build as one compact whole deterTiilning, physical attractiveness 
was taken up in some investigations (Cavior, 1970; dtafi-eri, 1967) in which 
subjects had to rate different types of boay-build. There seemed to be 
ample evidence that high ratings of physical attractiveness compared 
favourably with mesomorphy and low rating with ectomorphy, cndomorphy 
obtaining an intermediary position. 
Height as oiy constituent ot the body-build or the determinant of 
physical attractiveness has been the focus of interest in certain studies. 
Height as a valued characteristic for men in modern society has been 
emphasized by Feldman, (1971) who with the the help of anecdotal data could 
support his premise that the American society attached much importance to 
height and 'to be tall was to be good and to be short was to be stigmatized'. 
Berkowitz et al., (1971) explored the relationship between height 
and interpersonal attraction. They tested the hypothesis that subject's 
chose as friends those similar to them in height. Relating the voters'choice 
of candidates they believed that the voters'height ang that of the candidate 
covaried. On the eve of election 270 male pedestriand were interviewad and 
askec! about their choice of candidates who happened to be quite diiferent 
in height. Subjects were asked to tell their own height and the name of 
the candiaate. As for the taller subjects, they chose significantly more 
the taller candidate^whereas the shorter subjects did not shov/ any 
consistent tendency. 
In two experiments Graziano et al,, (1978) intended to study the 
influence of male height on interpersonal attraction. In the tirst 
experiment women belonging to three difuerent categories of height, short, 
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medium and tall^judged pictures of uen whom they believed to be either, 
short, medium or tall. The earlier observation that women would prefer a 
tall men irrespective of her own height, did not cauie true, u moderately 
tall man was considered to be more socially desirable tlian either a short 
or tall man. Experiment two repeajzed the sane procedure but now the subjects 
being men. The tall, medium and short men evaluated the male Stimulus person and 
also estimated the extent of social desirability of male pictured in Lhe 
eyes oi women. The data did not provide any indication that men believed 
height to be an important factor for attracting women. On the basis oi their 
own judgements men were i.ound to like and rate short men more positively. 
In a series of studies Wiggins and his associates tried to find 
out the somatic preferences of male for the females and the portions of the 
body considered were breasts, buttocks, legs. To what extent these parts 
determined feminine attractiveness and men's emphasis on these parts were 
used uin one of these studies (Wiggins et al,, 19685 to understand their 
heterosexual orientation and certain personality characteristics, A group 
of 95 male under^ ^^ i aduates were asked to make paired comparison preierence 
ratings of nuce female silhouettes varjing in three body parts. It was 
iouna that subjects could be classii-ied unter various, categories -
'playboy', 'anal cuaracter' s>ndrome, 'social inhibition ana participation' -
according to their preferences lor breasts, buttocks or legs. 
In a separate study, a typological analysis of male preferences for 
i.emale body types was carried out (V\/iggins & Wiggins, 1969) and the data 
obtained tend to support the belief that the three body-parts OJ. the 
females, namely, breasts, buttocks, legs, were considered important b> 
males in the lemales attraction. 
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VUggins (1971) tested the hypothesis that dependency would be 
associated with prelerence for a particular size of breasts. Contrary to 
expectations that perhaps large breat size preference will go wxth 
dependency, it was touno that males liking smal 1-breasted-wowen were mcsre 
depenuent, i/hen the sizes of breasts, buttocks and let j were varied 
systematically and males preferences were equated with their personalijry 
characteristics, some significant correlations were obtained, one of them 
again confirming the finding that small breast prererence was indicative 
of dependence. 
Another series of studies of heterosexual attraction concern 
female preference for male body-parts.Lavralcas (1975), for example, 
Using a paic compariso-Kl; design varied the size of 1 of 4 body areas 
(arms, upper trunks, lower trunks or legs)^ which resulted in 19 combinations. 
To a group of 64 females, Thurstone's value sca^e was administered. 
Correlations were calculated between subject variables including physical 
appearence, personal habits, male and female sex role attitudes ana the 
underlying preference lactors for male physiques. Although the values of 
signii-icant correlations were generally low^  yet it could be suggested that 
female preference for male physiques covaried with feminine-masculine sex 
role stereotypes. Women^who were trauitionally ciasculine in physique 
expressed more non-stereotyped preferences for male body parts than woman 
with less traditional masculine yhy.,ique. '^ hn \njLormation obtained in the 
study could also suggested that xemales preferenpes for male physiques may 
pairing, x 
serve as aniinitial delfrdter in narrowing the lield of eligibles in heterosexuau 
Beck et al,, (1976) explored the role of certain variables in 
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somatic preference of females for? females and of fei.iales i.or males, domatic 
preterencea of 1x5 temalc undergraduates for male and temale body-parla 
were obtained and related to subject's own personality and backgrouna 
caaracteristics, aubject_ made paired-comparison preference rating of a 
set of li> male and a set of 15 female profile sillioueLtes varying in chest 
breast, buttocks and legs size, A male silhouette of moderate thickness 
and small buttocks was found to be the most preteried male pay^ique whereas 
a moderate size lemale silhouette with small buttocks was the most attractive 
to the males. Both males and females showed a dislike lor large buttoci;ad 
silhouette, A moderate size male silhouette with somewhat big chest was also 
favoured but a very large (or Atlas type physique) did not receive much 
endorsement. As for size of legs no definite preference pattern, were obtained. 
In the remaining two categories of studies of body-build mentioned 
earlier, i.e. pertaining to stereotyping about physique and personality and 
relationshipsjtf physique with certain personality dimensions^ a bulk of research 
exists but since these do not concern us directly (our main purpose being the 
study of preferences for bod>-types as one compact whole) ma: be excluded 
fron reviewing. 
Wow that the studieb relatin; to physical cnncomiLanta of 
interpersonal attraction have been given due covera^^e, the other laajor 
focus of the present enquiry^namely, -he social concomitants oi inLerpersonal 
aLtraction may be taken up and studies on this aspect reviewed. The two 
social determinants of inLerpcrs* nal attraction which the preiient study 
seeks to explore being sex ami socioeconomic status^some studies regarding 
the ei-tett o£ these variables on attraction can be cited. 
In fact, sex a. a variable is indispensable in so tar as research 
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in attraction is concerned and so most of the studies reviewed so far 
may be treated as determining the impact of sex both on within and 
betwecn-sex attraction. However, certain earlier studies have shown that 
sex was not a consideration with children and in matters of friendship 
it was more within than between sex relationships that counted (Gronlund, 
1959; Koch, 1957; Moore & Updegraff, 1964). But as one approached puberty 
a growing tendency toward heterosexual relationships was witnessed 
(Byrne et al., 1968; Kulick & llarackiewicz, 1979; SeyZried & Hendrick, 
1973 ; atroebe et al,, 1971). 
The relevance of socioeconomic status in determining attraction 
has been assessed in a number of studies stressing that it is out of 
similarity in socioeconomic status that one feels drawn to the other 
(Bonney, 1946; Byrne, Clore & Worchel, 1966; Uahlke, 1953; Hollingshead, 
1949; Lundberg & Beazley, 1948). From among a bul|t of studies a lew 
representative onei demonstrating similarity to be the main determining 
factor in attraction^or its absence may be mentioned, Hollingshead C1949) 
selected 700 high school student trom 50u families living in ElraLown 
representing live socioeconomic strata, halt o£ tue subjecLs beinf nalt-s 
and t.ic rejt L'ali- females. On the basis of the information collected 
about them.various sources iL could be conducted that an explicit 'clique 
pattern' operated, A majority of females and males listed as their best 
Iriend another person of similar socioeconomic status and the chosen 
iriend happened to belong to the clique tue chooser belonged. 
llie ettect ot economic level on attraction was determined by 
Byrne, Clore and worchel (1V06), ii ti^ oup of Texas uncerj raduate;s were given 
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informaLion about the economic level of the stranj^ er to discover whether 
their own economic level being similar Ar dissimilar to that o^. the stranger 
was responsible tor their attraction toward him. Results indicated tliat the 
stranger with similar economic level was liked more than one with 
dissimilar economic level. Besides, stranger with hij^ h socioeconomic status 
was • generally preferred. 
Evidence to the aforementioned indication, that is, high status 
stranger was preferred more, was provided by two studies. Hurwitz et al. 
(1960),in a sample of 42 professional workers, obtainning the judgements 
of one another as to the prestige of the other in their eyes found that 
the high status individuals were sociometrically overchosen. Individuals 
overestimated the extent to which high status individuals liked them and 
underestimated their own attractiveness to low status individuals. 
Ring (1964) explored some determinants of interpersonal attraction 
in hierarchical relationships to find that the high status complier 
(generally agreeing and detoing) received the most liking and the high status 
non-complier the least liking. 
In a study of primary school children (Kureslii k Husain, 1979) 
where i.ocial-claot> consciousness was related to social-distance, it was 
touuQ that chiltrcn belonging to tiie low social class showed i,veatc.r 
permiasivenesb i.or the upper social class chilaran whereas tue latter 
were found to be more reserved and restrained in allowing the lormer to 
come close to them. 
It may be stated that tue studies reviewed pertained directly 
to the purpose of the present investigation and a large bulk of 
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research ou varioys aspects of -interpersonal altraction Lhat did not 
concern us was intentionally skipped over, tiowever, a perusal of literature 
on interpersonal attraction suggested that certain inadequacies existed 
tuat need to be mended. The present study therefore made certain departures 
from the conventional procedure adopted in interpersonal attraction 
research (cf. Chapter fhree). Thus^ vjhereas in the earlier research only 
the physical attractiveness of the stimulus person was consideredjthe 
present investigation, besides this also took into consideration the 
attractivenes.. o£ the responding subject presuming that one's own subjective 
estiuate of attractiveness was an important factor in attraction. 
Studies of between-sex attraction for different types of body-build 
have mainly employed silhouettes with variations in parts of the body 
depicted^but the silhouettes as such did not provide ail:the necessary 
information about the parts of the body. Therefore^in the present 
investigation such information was also furnished alongside the silhouettes 
of the whole body, tXirther^  subject's preferences for the different body-builds 
or different parts of the body-build were obtained also considering the 
body-b^ild of tne subject, a factor generally ignored in the earlier studies. 
IVd major sources of attraction - physical attractiveness 
(facial attractiveness) and socioeconomic status of the projected stimulus 
person^have been recognized in interpersonal attraction research and each 
one has been explored separately, either by providing similar or didsimilar 
socioecououiic status profiles or similar or dissimilar photographs. In 
order to determine the relative contribution of each factor^ the present 
investigator^ in aduition to taking up the two factors separately also 
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studied their joint effect on attraction, tsimilarly, socioeconomic status 
profiles and silhouettes of the bod^z-build, being studied separately, vrere 
also taken up together to determine the extent to which these factors in 
Combination, and the extent of the role of subjects' own status contributed 
to the attraction of the stimulus person. 
C H A P T E R T I I R E K 
M E T H O D AJID P L A N 
The study was conducted in two phases, one re la t ing to facial 
a t t ract iveness and the other to physique-at tract iveness. Subjects j-or 
each phase were selected on the basis of sex and socioeconomic status 
from the college population. Use ofi a different sample for each of these 
physical determinants was meant to study the extent to which these factors 
(facial a t t rac t iveness and physique-attractiveness)separately were responsible 
for a t t r ac t i on , because the r e l a t i ve role of these in determining a t t rac t ion 
in the same sample involved many combinations^the manipulation of which 
was rather i n t r i c a t e , Thus^two equated samples (N=120) with respect to 
sex, age,, socioeconomic s ta tus were drawn to be treated separately for 
facial a t t rac t iveness and physique-at tract iveness, 
A group of 40 subjects, similar to subjects in each of the 
sub-samples, part icipated in the study as judj^es to evaluate the given 
photograpuo for thei r a t t rac t ion on a seven- point scale ranging from 
very cloae a t t r ac t ive to very close unat t rac t ive . But these judges were 
not included in the main sample as subjects*. In order to ensure the 
. . s 
objectiviL> oi judgements all the possible laclor, that could influence 
the judj^cs' rating were controlled: including the sex, age and level of 
attractivenejs OL the judges. Tjijenty of the judges were males and the 
rest 20 were females, the i-eraale judges evaluating the male photographs 
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and the male judges evaluating the i-emale photographs.Besides, the judges 
both male and female,represented all levels oi. attractiveness (High, Medium 
and Low). 
Two more panels of judges, one evaluating the facial attractiveness 
of the subject and the otaer evaluating the physique-attractiveness,were 
also employed in drawing the desired sample representing the three broad 
categories of facial attractiveness (high, medium and low) and bodj'-build 
attractiveness (Asthenic, Athletic and i^yknic). The cvaluators in each case 
iis=b) happened to be of the opposite sex - Lemales acting aj judj^ es for 
males and the latter for the former. Three of the six judges evaluaLipng 
subjects for facial attractiveness were males and the rest three lemales, 
£>o also for evaluating subjects for body-build^ there were turee male juages 
and three female judges. The criterion used for categorizing subjects 
on the basis of their attractiveness was that of the three judges at least 
two should have agreed (67%) that the subject belonged, to a particular 
category. Similarly, an equal amount of agreeuent among a diii-erent group 
of judges was to be attained as foc subjects' belonging to a particular 
category oi body-build, 
bcuaple 
The uaaple OJL 120 subjects meant for the treatment oi. tuc variable 
of facial attractiveness consisted of dO male and 60 ^emale subjects. In each 
of these groups half of tue subjects belonged to upper and the otuer half to 
the midule socioeconomic status , . The f.roup oj. males and so albo the 
i,roup of females could be divided in terms of the various levels of 
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attractiveness - high, medium and low - with 20 subjects in each category. 
The Figure I represents the break-up of the sample in terms of tuc variables 
of ttie stuuy. 
Another sample of i20 subjects for tlie variable of physique^* 
attractiveness was also represented by equal number of male and temale 
subjects. The group of males and the group of females was equally divisible 
in terms of three types of body-build - Asthenic, athletic and pyknic, 
there being 20 subjects in each category. And the 20 subjects in each type 
of the body-build could be equally divided into the upper and the middle 
socioeconomic status (c£. figure II). 
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Tools 
Tools used in the study included a set ot facial photograph, 
a set ot silhouettes of various types of body-build and different 
Socioeconomic pto'fileSj purported to provide iniormation about the 
socioeconouic status of the stimulus person. Of the Eiany facial photographs 
(20 male it 20 female) rated for different levels of attractiveness by a 
number ot judges, six each for males and females were selected to represent 
the three categories of attractiveness i,e. High, Medium and Low, These 
pictures were picked up from college magzines and popular weeklies with 
a view to cover the range of attractiveness. It was particularly emphasized 
that the pictures included extremely attractive and extreciely unattractive 
boys and girls. 
Tlxe six selected male photographs two each for the high, medium 
and low level of attractiveness had the mean rating values of 6,0, 0,0, 
4,'-, 4,1; and 2,0, 2,0 respectively. In toe sanie manner, the mean ratings 
for the same number of female, photographs were 6,0, for the two high 
attractive, 4,25, for the two medium attractive and 1,9 for two low 
attractive photographs. That is, the criterion for selecting the tour 
photo^rapho (including both male and female) each for the three levels of 
attractiveness was that the mean ratings should be equal. 
The silhouettes of the three major types of body-build - asthenic, 
ataletic and pyknic,were got redrawn by an artist according to Kretschmerts 
proposed dimensions which were given along with the silhouettes, t'our 
silhouettes each for. three types of body-build were prepared. There were 
two male and two female silhouettes representing each of the three types 
of body-build. 
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Since knowledge about the socioeconomic status of the stimulus 
person, considered to be an important factor in determining attraction, 
could not be gathered from the facial photographs abd silhouettes oi the 
body-build, an information to this effect was supplied in uhe form of proLiles 
in the following manner: The main criterion for placing a subject intb 
the upper socioeconomic status (USiSS) and middle socioeconomic status (Mbiib) 
category was the profession and income of his / her parents and of those 
on whom he / she was dependent: The USES group was represnted by tae sons 
..or daughters^ or wards of such people as the medical practitioners, lawyers^ 
university teachers, government officials, executives, prosperous businessman, 
and wealthy landlords. The MSfiffS subjects were the sons or daughters^or wards 
of the semi-professionals, school teachers, clerks, petty shopkeepers, 
farmers and the like. The monthly spending on different entertainment items 
[.picture or cinema, picnic or parties, hotels, on friends,] ; niscellneous 
[hostel accomodation, dry cleaning, food and other goods!; clothing and 
cosmetics, was still another criterion used (Byrne et al., 1966), The total 
amount spent by the USES subjects was rupees 300/- and above and by the 
MSES was up to 200/- rupees per month (cf, appendix), 
Procedure 
The tools were administered in small groups/2 to 4 subjects with 
the instructions Lhat they were participating in an experiment on person -
perception, and that Luey would have to make judi:,ements about another person 
on the basis of the £.iven maLerial. That is, for each of the two phases 
Oi: the study, relating to racial and physique-attractiveness, the subjects 
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were required to respond to the six phonographs, a set of two photographs 
each representing the high, medium and low attractive, and Lo choose the one 
^hey likea most, (The male subjects evaluated the female photograph and the 
lemale subjects evaluated the male photographs). Soon after the subjects were 
given a set of two socioeconomic status profile, one representing the UyKS 
A 
and the other representing the MciES in order to know which of the two 
socioeconomic status profiles they liked more. Besides, studying the independent 
role of the face and socioeconomic status in determining attraction, the 
combined eciect of the two was also desired for which the subjects were 
approached after a week, Here the six phonographs (two eacii tor the three 
levels of attractiveness) and three parallel sets of the two socioeconomic 
status profiles were presented simultaneously and the subjects evaluated the 
stimulus person taking into consideration his / her face and socioeconomic 
status profiles projected , 
Similarly, in the second phase of the study relating to physique-
attractiveness^ the subjects lirst received the silhouettes of the asthenic, 
athletic and the pyknic types of body-build to evaluate which of taese atlractcek 
them siiost. Consecutively, to determine the indepedent eii.ect oi. tlie 
oocioecononic tiLatus on attraction the subjects were also asked to snow their 
preieicnce i-or either of the two socioeconomic stauus proliles. -''urtaer, 
the joint elj-ect of physique and socioeconomic status on atti action v^ as 
studied bj presenting concurrently the two silhouettes of each of the three 
types of body-build and each of the silhouettes being linked with the DoES ana 
I'lSKo profiles. 
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SLatistlcal techniques used 
Ttie result^ being in terms of frequencies, their could be man> options 
of techniques generally used with this iyind of data. However, in view of the 
nature of data of the present study,two techniques appeared to be potentially 
more eii-ective: chi-square and critical ratio of percentat,es. To test tue 
relative effectiveness of these techniques and to choose the one that could 
be adopted, a sample of our resv^lts was subjected to these techniques and it 
was discovered that critical ratio of percentages was likely to give more 
meaningful results as chi-square did not provide any information about the 
direction of difference between the comparable groups, though it provided 
information about the extent of differences. 
Where the stimulus persons' face / physique and socioeconomic 
status were considered jointly determining subjects' attraction^simple 
percentages seemed to be most appropriate and so computed. 
C H A P T E R F O U R 
R E S U L ' ' ' d AND D l i i C U i J b l U N 
The r e su l t s obtained for the inquiry may be presented in two major 
groups re la t ing to the two aspects oi a t t r ac t ion : A) Facial and B.) physique. 
Analysis of these physical concomiLants of interpersonal a t t rac t ion has been 
carried out separately. For these determinants^ independent equated samples 
have been employed, the number of subjects in each case being l20. Thus, in 
each phase the data h^ve been t reated with e i ther facial or physique being 
the central factor with sex and socioeconomic s ta tus as moderating var iab les , 
influencing interpersonal a t t r a c t i o n . 
The resu l t s r e la t ing to both racial and physique group included the 
subjects ' preierences for stimulus persons' photographs and s i lhouet tes which 
have been analysed in terms of the signii icance of dij-ierence between percenta{_es 
as related to the diti.erence of sex, socioeconomic s ta tus , Lacial a t t ract iveness 
and physique-attractiveness (facial : Table 1 - lOji'hy. ique : ^able 1 — 10). 
in order tu determine the combined ei.iect on subjects ' l iking of the 
stimulus persons'i.acial a t t ract iveness and socioeconomic s ta tus on the one 
hana^and his / her type ot physique and socioeconomic s ta tus on the other , 
simple percentages have been computed (facial a t t . ana 3Eii: Table H — l^i 
physique and SKS:Table l i — 14) 
The abbreviat Lonb U.,v.o, I'iSEti, U, ^. t t . , A, Att, and L. n t t , stand 
respectively for Upper Socioeconomic Status , Wicdle Socioeconomic Sta tus , 
high a t t r a c t i v e , medium a t t r ac t ive and low a t t r a c t i v e . 
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©roup A (Facial Attractiveness) 
Table 1. 
showing the results of the significance of difference between 
percentages of subjects'preferences for the high and mediun-attractive 
stimulus persons (photographs). 
Subjects 
(N=120) 
H.Att, 
M.Att, 
N % ^m> c.R p 
75 62.5 
13,82 1,80 ^,10 
45 37,5 
Table 2, 
Showing the results of the significance of difference between 
percentages of male and female preferences for the high and medium-
attractive counterpart stimulus persons (Photographs), 
H, Att, 
Males 
(N=60) 
Females 
(N=60) 
il, A t t , 
a , A t t . 
M. A t t , 
N % 01)% C.R p 
43 71,6 
15,78 2.74 <.01 
17 28,3 
32 53.3 
14,69 .45 ;>.10 
28 46.6 
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Table 3. 
Showing the results o£ the significance of ditference between 
percentages oi" preference of high, medium and low-attractive subjects 
tor tiie high and iLiedium-attractive stimulus persons (photographs). 
N % Glffo C.R P 
II. A t t . 3 i 7 7 . 5 
H. A t t . 1 7 . 8 3 3 . 5 4 <_.01 
(N=40) 
M. A t t , 9 2 2 . 5 
II. A t t . 24 60 
M. A t t . 1 1 . 1 7 1.79 ^ , 1 0 
(N=40) 
M. A t t . 16 40 
H. A t t . 20 50 
L , A t t . 1 4 . 1 4 0 
(N=40) 
M. A t t . 20 50 
Tab le 4 . 
Showing t h e r e s u l t s of t h e s i g n i f i c a n c e of d i f f e r e n c e be tween 
p e r c e n t a g e s of p r e f e r e n c e of h i g h , medium and l o w - a t t r a c t i v e m a l e s Lor 
LLe h i g h , and m e d i u m - a L t r a c t i v e l e i a a l e s t i m u l u s p e r s o n s ( p h o t o g r a p h s ) . 
11, A t t . 
H, A t t . 
Male (I>.=20) 
i'l, A t t , 
K 
16 
4 
80 
20 
crD% 
20,33 
C.R 
2,92 
P 
<.01 
cont, 
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M. Att . 
.lale (W=20) 
L. Att , 
Male (N=20) 
H, At t . 
M. At t . 
U. Att, 
M, At t . 
14 70 
6 30 
13 65 
7 35 
16.33 
15,12 
2.44 <;.05 
1.98 <.10 
Table 5. 
Showing the resu l t s ot the significance of difference between 
percentages of preference of high, medium and low-attractive iemale 
subjects for the high and medium-attractive stimulus persons (i'hotographs), 
H. Att , 
(i-"emale (N=20) 
M. Att , 
female (N=20) 
L. Att , 
Female (N=20) 
N % CrD% C.R p 
H, A t t . 15 75 
18.02 2.77 <.05 
M. At t . 5 25 
H. At t , 10 50 
14.14 0 
M. At t . 10 50 
H. At t . 7 35 
15.12 1,98 <..10 
M, Att . 13 65 
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Table 6. 
showing the results of the significance of ditj-erence between 
percentages o£ subjects* preierences for the USES and USES stimulus persons. 
h 
64 
% 
53.3 
<0D% 
7.07 
C.R 
. 9 4 
P 
>.io 
USES 
Subjects 
(IM=120) 
MSEb 56 46,6 
Table 7. 
Showing the results ot the significance oi differencesbetween 
percentages of preference of males and temales for each other tor the 
VSES and MSES stimulus persons. 
N % <JD% C.R p 
USES 'd2 3a. 3 
Male U,2)3 U9(X <.ia 
(N=60) 
MbES 37. 61.6 
USES 4x 68.3 
reraale 15.42 2.38 <.05 
(N=60) 
HJES 19 31.b 
59 
Table 8. 
ahowing the results of the significance of dlflerence between 
percentages oi preference of VbES subjects for the VSiiti and M6E8, and of the 
MSES subjects for the V3ES and USES stimulus persons. 
N % <^Df^  C.R p 
UyES 38 63,3 
i^^ EB 12..25^  2,18 <.o5 
(N=60) 
HSE8 22 36.6 
MSES 
(N=60) 
USES 2 6 43.(5 
12.24 1.08 ^,10 
MSES 54 56.6 
Table 9. 
Showing the results of the significance of difference between 
percetages of preference of USES male subjects for the USES and MSES^and 
of the MSES male subjects for the USES and MSES female stimulus persons, 
N % <yD% C.R p 
UoES 15 50.0 
USEc (IJale) 13,96 0 
KSiiS 15 50.0 
UbES 8 26.6 
MSES (tiale) 19.52 2.75 <.01 
(N=30) 
MSES 22 73.5 
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Table 10. 
Showing the r e s u l t s oi: the s ign i f i cance of di i - ierence between. 
percentajjes of preference of UiiKS female sub jec t s for the USiiy and MbniS, 
and of the hl6E8 Lemale s u b j e c t s for t h e USEJS and MSES male s t m u l u s persons . 
N % 31)% C.R p 
VSEti 23 76.6 
UaKS (Female) 18,61 2.86 ^ . 0 1 
(N=30) 
MSBS 7 25 .3 
USES LB 60.0 
MSKS (Female) 14.24 1,40 >,10 
(N=30) 
MSES 12 40.0 
Table 1 1 . 
Showing the combined e f f ec t of s t imulus pe r sons ' f a c i a l a t t r a c t i v e n e s s 
and socioeconomic s t a t u s p r o i i l e s on s u b j e c t s ' p r e f e r e n c e s . 
Group of s u b j e c t s N H.At t . USES H. A t t . MSKS M. A t t , HSES M. A t t . MSiiS 
N % N % N V. a 
s u b j e c t s 120 21 25..8 .45 37.^ ,5 30 25.0 M ^1.6 
Male 60 U 18.,3 33 "^^Oy 9 15^0 -^  ^'^\^ 
i-'emale 60 20 35,3 12 20.0 21 35.0 7 11.6 
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i a b l e 1 2 . 
showing t h e p r e i e r e t i c e a oi. h i g h , medium and l o w - a t t r a c t i v e s u b j e c t s 
b e l o n g i n i j t o t h e USEa and MdbS f o r s i m i l a r / d i s s i m i l a r s t i m u l u s p e r s o n s . 
Group of S u b j e c t s N H, A t t , li,St;s H. A t t . MSiid W. A t t , Udfci M, At t , , MobS 
H. Att. 
H. Att. 
M. Att. 
M. Att. 
L. Att. 
L. Att. 
USES 
MSKS 
USES 
MSES 
USES 
MSES 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
N 
12 
7 
6 
2 
4 
^^  
% 
60 
33 
30 
10 
20 
,^  
N 
5 
e 
8 
8 
6 
10 
% 
25 
< ^ • 
'40 
40 
30 
50 
N 
3 
2 
6 
4 
7 
8 
% 
15 
10 
30 
20 
35 
4 0 
N 
-
5 
-
6 
3 
2 
vi. 
-
15 
-
•v^ O 
15 
le 
T a b l e 1 3 . 
^showing t h e p r e l e r e n c e s of h i g h , medium and l o w - a t t r a c t i v e male s u b j e c t s 
b e l o n g i n g t o t h e USES and MSES f o r s i m i l a r / d i s s i m i l a r f e m a l e s t i m u l u s p e r s o n s . 
Oroup of s u b j e c t s W H. A t t . USES U, A t t . MSES M. A t t . U:)ES M. A t t , L'iOiiC> 
U. A t t . UoEo Male 10 
d. A t t . MoEfa Male 10 
M, A t t . UcsES Male 10 
U, A t t , MSES Male 10 - - 6 60 - _ 4 40 
L . A t t . USES Male 10 
L, « t t . LnoiiS Male 10 
N 
5 
2 
2 
2 
_ 
% 
5^0 
20 
20 
20 
_ 
N 
5 
5 
6 
4 
7 
% 
50 
50 
60 
40 
70 
N 
-
-
2 
4 
3 
% 
-
-
20 
-
40 
30 
42 
Table 14, 
Showing the preferences of high, medium and low-attractive female 
subjects belonging to the USEd and M6Eti ror similar / dissimilar male 
sLimulus persons. 
Group of Subjects N H. Att. USES H. Att. USES 11. Att. USES M. Att. MbES 
H, Att. USES female 10 
H. Att. MSES Female 10 
M, Att. USES Female 10 
M. Att, MSES Female 10 
L. Att. USES Female iO 
L. Att. MSES Female 10 
N 
7 
5 
4 
2 
2 
-
Vo 
70 
50 
40 
20 
20 
-
N 
-
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
% 
-
30 
20 
20 
20 
30 
N 
3 
2 
4 
4 
3 
5 
% 
30 
20 
40 
40 
30 
50 
N 
-
-
-
2 
3 
2 
Vo 
-
-
-
20 
30 
20 
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Subjects have beeh found to show highey??" attraction for the high— 
• 
attractive stimulus person (cf. Table i.) than either the medium or low — 
attractive stimulus persons.(The low level o^ attraction having been found 
to be without any attraction value, this level has been excluded from our 
analysis and for the purpose of the study only two levels of attractiveness 
and 
have heen retained). This being too obviousiexpected a finding which may 
be explained in terms oi- the stereotype that whatever is beautiful is good 
and all good should be beautiful^ r-,—^  1-,- may also be substantiated by 
empirical data (Byrae et al., 1968). i'he general assumption that seems to 
be implied in liking the best is the inherent human tendency to opt tor the 
most beautiful since it has the positive value attached with it and *'a 
thing of beauty* generally regarded as goo^ is probably a 'joy for ever' 
and hence most preferred by the beholder, 
A significantly greater attraction for the high attractive than the 
medium-attractive Lcmale stimulus person, as shown by the male subjects 
(C.R=:2,74^,01)^ may be accounted for in terms of the aforementioned explanation 
and corroborated by the results of certain studies (Anderson and Steve, 1978; 
Miller and Kivenbark, 1970). Similar seems to be the tendency among the temale 
subjects (C.K=,4i>, p>-lo)^  though their attraction for the high-attractive 
male stimulus person is m.t significantly greater than that j.or tae medium-
attractive male stimulus person . This means that aa for as female subjects 
are concerned it does not make mueh of a difference whether the liked person 
is high-attractive or laedium-attractive. What may be perhaps more important 
ror them is the perceived potential o- the stimulus person for ensuring them 
a better social status and an adjusted and secure living which presumably 
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stem lirom the tetaale subjects general tec l inc of dependence and insecur i ty . 
That s imilar i ty is a factor determining a t t rac t ion seems to have been 
verif ied ^.a-tiie o& our highly a t t r ac t ive subjects who have shosn their ^rca tes i 
a t t rac t ion for the high a t t r ac t ive stimulus person than tae middle a t t r ac t ive 
stimulus person (C.K=3.34, p ^ . O l ) , The medium-attractive subjects ' a t t rac t ion 
for the stimulus person with similar level of a t t ract iveness as also fot the 
h igh-a t t rac t ive stimulus person, was almost of the same order (C.R=1,79, p <«10). 
Whereas the low-attractive subjects, on the other hand, preferred both the 
medium and high-a t t rac t ive stimulus persons equally (50vi each), indicating thjat 
s imi lar i ty failed to be an ef tect ive factor when tae level of a t t rac t iveness of 
the stimulus person happened to be lower to that of the subjects . Following th i s 
and on the strength of r e su l t s of an empirical study (8troebe, et a l . , 1971), i t 
may be believed that i r respect ive of the subjects ' extent of s imi lar i ty with the 
stimulus person, uue high-a t t rac t ive is invariabl> the most l iked, 
u igh-at t ract ive male subjectd have ahown a si£,ni£icantly hiji^cr a t t rac t ion 
for Lhe feiiale stimulus person with s i i i l a r a t t ract iveness than ior st inulus 
person wiLh medium-attracuiveness (C.R=2,92, p < . 0 1 ) . oo also the hij^h-attrac i.ivc 
"stiiaulu., person have been preferred by the medium(C.R=2.44, p <.,05) as well as 
the lov/ (J.i.i-1 .C;C, p ^. lU) a t t r ac t ive male subjects in cojiparison c, the 
uec.ium-at t rac t ive suiiaulUo person, 
tiigh-atLractive i.eraale subjects ' a t t rac t ion is sij^niticantly f.reater ^or 
tae male stimulus person belonj^,ing to t ae i r own level of a t t ract iveneso, 
(C,R.- 2,77, p4»01)f whereas the medium-attractive female subjects have shown 
equal prei.erence j.or both tae hij'h and aicdium-actractive stirulUb person (50.^ each^, 
LOI tiio, low-a*.I ractive i.ema]e suDJccib, tde medium a t t r ac t ive stiraulus person is 
more a t t r ac t ive than the hi}^  h -a t t rac t ive one (C.a-1.9U, p<C,10). That subjects in 
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eencral showed the j^reatest a t t rac t ion for the high-at t rac t ive stimulus person, 
ati reported e a r l i e r , and uhe posi^ible explanation given thereof, seem to be t rue 
with the Eiale subjects who, i r respect ive o£ their own level of a t t rac t iveness , 
have shown the highest a t t r ac t ion for the high-at t racl ive stimulus person. 
Uhen the i r own level ox." a t t ract iveness was kept constant the i.emale 
subjects snowed a s l ight ly favourable slant (though not s ign i f ican t ) , toward 
the h igh-a t t rac t ive male stimulus person. But, as reported e a r l i e r , the high-
a t t r ac t ive female subjects showed a s ignif icant ly greater a t t r ac t ion for the 
similarly a t t r ac t ive male stimulus person, A signif icant ly greater a t t r ac t ion for 
the medium than the higu-aLtractive male stimulus person has been shown b^ the 
low-attractive a.emale subjects . 
With the explanations having been given for the high and meuium-attractive 
male and female subjects for the similar or dissimilar stimulus persons the 
explanations for males' and females' s ignif icant ly greater a t t r ac t ion tor the 
met'ium-attract ive than for the h igh-a t t rac t ive , (in the case of the female subjecLs) 
and a signif icantly greater a t t rac t ion for the hi^.h- a t t r ac t ive stimulus person, 
(in the case of nale subjects) may be: though being j.ree to choose the high or 
low-at t rac t ive stiikUlus person tue low-attractive female subjects greater a t t rac t ion 
i-or t.ie Liediui-.-autractive stimulus person, couiparea with low-attractive male 
subjects a t t rac t ion tor the high-autracLive stiraulu. person, is pr bably determined 
by sucu tacLori, ai. se l l - idea l discrepancy, i n ' e rna l i t y , adjustment, aspi ra t ion , 
tear ol la i lure-succeas , fear of re ject ion wnich in turn seem to be determined 
by the cul tura l conditionning and aex-role stereotyping ol the m^les and 
i-emales. The lemalc subjecLs, i t oceus, tend to sei goals more in consonance with 
the i r actual se l l than the males wlio are couparalively more wild ana unrea l i s t i c in 
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goal-setting behaviour. Being more mindtul and conscious about their appearence, 
the attraction of the temale subjects for the male stimulus persons is, 
albeit lor those, superior to them in attraction value, is restricted to one 
level higher to their owa. status while they could choese stimulus person 
two levels higher than them, which the male subjects have done. Tlie male 
subjects probably l o ^ ^ sight of their actual self which does not seem to 
moderate their level of aspiration. An attitude of caution, and a relatively 
realistic self-evaluation can perhaps explain the general ego-detensive 
reaction on the part of female subjects and their opting for a less attractive 
object in the presence of a more attractive object, lest the preferred does 
not reciprocate. 
Our finding seems to be contrary to the one ytported by Moss (1969)^ 
where male subject? showed greater attraction for tne mediuij^-attractive 
female subjects^ What is true of our female subjects is tru.«of Mosses male 
subjects^which seems to be understandable in the light of the greater cleavage 
between the sex-roles among Indian subjects than among the American subjects 
where wiith womens'lib and other movements deemphasizing sex diiierentiation, 
t.e .aale subjects have moderated themselves and set their ideals anchored 
with their self-conccp^. This seems to be the case with Indian female subjects 
whose ideals arc not tlraotically discrepant from their selL-estiEiates, 
oubjects' greater liking tor the USKS than the MSiiS stimulus persor 
has been corroborated b., several studies. Byrne et al.,(1960), for example 
discovered that high economic status persons were universally preierred. 
bimilarly^ liurwitz et al. (19o0) reported that the high-status individuals 
were sociomeLrically overohosen. Still another study confirms that the 
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greatest attraction is for the UbEa stimulus person (Ring, 1964), The 
tendency among the USK.S and MiiiiS subjects is to preier stimulus persons of 
the similar socioeconomic group which can be supported b> the reinforcement 
theory of interpersonal attraction in general and b^ studies like those of 
Byrne etal. (196t>); Uollingshead, (1949), Beta t .e studies recorded the 
greatest liking for stimulus persons of similar group. Whereas Bjrne et al. 
found their subjects agreeing that it was better to be rich than poor and that 
attraction was greatest toward soitieone like oneself, Uollingshead reported 
that another person of equal socioeconomic status was most often chosen as 
friend^Uhen he was a member of the same clique that tite chooser was. 
The male subjects' attraction is significantly higher ror the hSKS 
female stimulus person (C.R=.1,9o, p ^ .tO) and that of female subjects lor 
the UbES male stimulus person (G.R=2.38, p<.OS). Males' preference for the 
MSES female stimulus person seems to be obvious in view of the tact that 
s 
the role of male, has been domineering in our society ana a higher status may 
a 
bc^hazard to his supremacy. Lti the other hand^ i.amale subjects' attraction for 
the U,SES male stimulus person is probablj out of their teeling of depent/ence 
and abasement, as through a better socioeconomic status of their ideal, they 
may make up for their dijadv jita^ed pouitiin, 
Similarity in the socioec >n mic status oi b.th male and female subjects^ 
and oi. the stimulus personj has been found to be the main determinant of 
attraction for each other. That one ieelsito his own class rataer than the 
(tKe 
otuer is burne out i.rom- -results oi- the present investigationj HoiJo male 
A 
subjects showing greater attraction fur ttie similar female stimulus person 
am the UdES female subjects showing greater attraction for the similar 
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male stimulus person) as well as from the studies of Byrne et al. (i9o6) 
and Dahlke (1953), thus cmfirraing the similarity hypothesis. 
Majority of subjects have shown their preierence fi>r stimulus person 
with high facial attractiveness belonging to the ^ iSiiS (37.S%). for high-attractive 
UiJES stimulus persons (25,6%) as also for the medium-attractive USES person 
(25%) subjects* liking is almost equal, the least preferred being the 
medium-attractive MSES stimulus person (11.5%0. 
Like the preference of subjects (including both males' and females'), 
males subject independently seem to have preference for the sane stimulus 
person i.e. high-attractive I-ISES (55.0%), whereas the female subjects' liking 
for the high-attractive USES (33,33%) and medium-attractive USES (35%) stimulus 
person is almost equal. For both male (ll.fi%) and female (Il.eVo) subjects^ 
the medium-attractive MSES stimulus persons seem to be least attractive, which 
is also true, as already stated^about subjects taken as a whole. 
It may be noted that while attractiveness and socioeconomic status 
of the stimulus persons were treated separately as sources of attraction for 
subjects in general, the highest levels of both were the most preferred, and 
when these two variables were combined the resultant attraction was more for 
the stimulus person with high facial attractiveness and MSES . This suggests 
that the whole is not merely the sum oL the parts, Thus^when tae subject has 
to show hia preference on i he basis of a single attribute of the stiiaulus 
person - facial attractiveness or socioeconomic status separately, there seems 
to be a tendency to go for the best, nfhereas in the case of two attributes in 
terras ol which the stimulus person 1$ to be evaluated the subjects appear to 
be a. bit restrained and realistic^ as presumably soiue kind of weighting 
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and balancing is contemplaLed on their part vis-a-vis the given attributes OL the 
chosen. What may perhaps be the dynamics o£ opuing ior the iiiediuu level oi one 
attribute and a high one of another attribute is the implication of two superlacivBS 
posing a threat to the chooser. Similar Is tae case with the male subjects, as 
stated earlier, who do not combine the two maximums in choosing stimulus persons 
female subjects' evaluation of the male stimulus person when the latter's level 
o£ attractiveness under consideraui n is equal Tor both the high and medium-
attractive. Whereas the female subjects' attraction is significantly higher for 
the USES and MSES stimulus person. Strikingly, the female subjects appear to pay 
high premium on the socioeconomic status of the preferred, as is consistently the 
case with them while evaluating the stimulus persons singly for the socioeconomic 
status, or in conjunction with level of attractiveness, IL may be observed than, 
as far as the j-emale subjects are concerned, facial attractiveness of the 
stimulus person is subsidiary to their socioeconomic status, so that, may it 
be the socioeconomic status being independently considered, or jointly with 
some other attribute ol the stimulus person, it is the socioeconomic status 
which is of <,reatcr importance for the females. 
That the female subjects identify with the liSEd and show a greater 
inclinai-ion to aiiiliate with persons belonging Lo thid group is understandable 
both pel se and also on the basis of some empirical data (Kureshi, 1975; Kureshi, 
et al., 1978; 1979), suggesLing that the behaviour of Indian girls is generally 
determined by the intrinsic tendencies characterized by anxiety, insecurity, 
dependence and aeprivation. High status OL the male stimulus persons has a 
high reward value for the females, higher than their (males) attractiveness, 
presumably cor the reasons that wuile attractiveness of the males 'say mainly 
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decorative in function,their status may be more utilitarian in providing 
greater recognition and prestige and the accompanying psychological well-
being to the female choosers. Through a symbolic and defensive medium of 
dependence in identifying with the UajfiS male stimulus person^ much of the 
female subjects* insecurity feel in' . , feelings of uncertainty, abaseiienL and 
self-dcpreciaLion seem to he substantially curtailed' 
With the attributes of both subjects ana stimulus persons being 
known and the joint etiect of attractiveness and status on the preference ot 
subjects being studied, it appears that the high-attractive USES subjects 
chose L.ore the stimulus person with the same attributes (60%), This has 
previously been noted while seeing the impact ol these attributes separately 
on subjects' attraction, ilSEti combined with high-attractiveness evokes positive 
response for the high-attractive MSES stimulus person. (40%), which is contrary 
to the result reoorted earlier that the MSES subjects identified more with 
stimulUo person of the similar status than with those of a higher status, as 
they do when both attractiveness and status are under evaluation. Thus, as far 
as the UCJKO subjects are concerned, their attraction for the stimulus pers< t. 
is out of similarity both in terms of .acial attractiveness and socioeconomic 
status Ol the stimulus persons, whereas in the case of the MSKS subjects 
similarity seens to be a source ot attraction only in relation to the 
attractiveness of the stimulus person and not the socioeconomic status, 
because they have preferred the USaS rather than the MSEo (similar) 
stimulus persons. 
The medium-attractive DSdS as well as the medium-attractive hloEa 
subjects have prci-erred the Gai.-u stimulus person,narftly, high-attractive USES 
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(40V>j eacu), indicating that both group of subjects have a liking for stimulus 
persons :.iore attractive than them, This has been found earlier when the two 
sources of attraction were separately treated and the medium-attractive subjects 
snowed a greater liking for the high-attractive stimulus person . The \)SE6 
subjects with medium-attractiveness have preferred stimulus person lower than 
them in status, while the MStiS subjects with medium attractiveness, have 
preferred subjects with similar social status (cf. Tablet^) 
The low-attractive UtJES subjects, so also the low-attractive MisES 
subjects, have chooeen the stimulus persons with similar social status 
(35A> and 507o)^  but the attraction of both is for the stimulus person higher 
in attractiveness than them. While treating attractiveness and status separately 
as determinants of attraction, similar were the findings. 
It may be observed that the subjects in general feel attracted to the 
stimulus persons with similar attributes or those better-oft than them in these 
attributes, barring a solitary case wKere attraction is found for the stimulus 
persons lower in status than the subject. It is perhaps the privileged subjects, 
in terms of attractiveness or socioeconomic status^in whose case attraction 
is more a function of siiailarity than the non-privileged. In the case of the 
non-privileged there is a chance to identify with the better stimulus persons 
which seems to be readily seized by them. Even with subjects privilefed in one 
respect and wanting,, in the other, the tendency is to retain one's own good 
and compensating the deficiency through identiiying with the stimulus person, 
privilejed in that respect. For example, the subjects hailing from Lhe V6E6 
and MJEa, lacking in attractiveness, have shown Lheir preferences Lor stimulus 
person OJ- their own socioeconomic status froup but more attractive than them 
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(cf. Table 12), llie advantafes and priviljies that go with the UoLS perhaps 
tend to develop in i t s members sense ol sell-consciousness, superiori ty 
and inflated self-image which may be undermined should there be a handicap 
experienced by thera, which may generate a tendency to seek subst i tu te j^ratiiicaLion 
b> identii.yiag with the stimulus persons, protaising a cover-up for the 
hi-ndicap in question. Thus, probably the low - a t t r ac t i ve Uaiio subjects , 
identifying with a b i t more a t t r ac t i ve stimulus person, manifestaa feeling 
ttiat they would have been social ly be t te r -of r , ano would have wielded more 
prest ige and recognition had taey been more a t t r a c t i v e , besides being 
privileged otherwise, Th«low-attractive USES subjects, on the other hand, 
have two kinds of. deprivation, that of a lower socioeconomic s ta tus and a' 
low level of actract iveness , as compared to the low-attract ive USHb subjects , 
in whose case i t i s deprivation of a t t ract iveness ali,ne, anu so, understandably, 
a larger leap to the high a t t r ac t ive stimulus person. 
The a t t r ac t ion of the h igh-a t t rac t ive USES male subjects Lor the 
j-'emale stimulus person seems to be determined more by at t ract iveness than by 
socioeconomic s t a tu s , as for them i t does not matter much if the st inulus 
persons are of the Uoiio or MiJiia, what counts more is the stimulus persons' 
hi; u-atLractiveness, In the cai.e of hij.h-atLractivc tiale Icj^n subjects , t i e 
prc^eiicd i-euale stiwulufc person is similar to them rather than oissimilar (bOu), 
Both the hbEd and iJSc^ male subjects with medium-attractiveness 
nave suown prei-erencesLor the t i igh-at tract ive leraale stimulus persons 
belonging to tue wcriio (cO'^ j each). 
The lower-attractive male subjects belonj^ing to the UJiio have shown 
equal l iking lor both the hij^h-aL >,-active iiuLa and med ijun-a t-ur act ive Uiibb 
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i-emale stLnlulu. persons (,40'/o each). The high-attractive MohJ female 
stimulus pcraon are liked moat by the low-attractive hl3E6 male subjects (70 0. 
one may deduce from the torej^oing results, that irrespective oi. 
tLeir own level of attractive nei.s and socioeconomic status that as car ats 
male subjects are concerned, high-attractiveness of female stimulus person 
it! of {greater consequence and they identified with stimulus person belonging 
to a similar status or lower. Separate analysis also revealed the same vjhere 
independently high-attractiveness and raiddle-socioecomoraic status of the 
teaale stimulus pfersons were preierred most by the male subjects. 
The high-attractive subjects belonging to eitner socioeconomic 
status prefer the high-attractive USES male stimulus person (cf. Table 14), 
The preference of medium-attractive USES male stimulus persons have been 
prererred both by medium-attractive USES and medium-attractive MJKS fenale 
subjects (40/<) each). The liking of low-attractive USES lemale subjects is 
equal both for medium-attractive USES and tlie medium-attractive KSES male 
stimulus persons (30~,J each), wheras the low-attractive MoKS female subjects 
are drawn more to medium-attractive USES male stimulus person (i'O/u), 
Kotwithstanding their own level OL attractiveness and socioeconomic 
statu.., the ^emale subjects' attraction is determined more by higher or 
similar socioeconomic status level, whereas both the high and edium-a'tractive 
stiuulu. perstna are e<;ually like< by them. Results of separate analysis 
reported earlier, where the role of socioeconomic status in isolation 
trom attractiveness was considered, showed that lemale subjects had greater 
attraction lor the USES rather than the ilSiiS male stimulus persons regarc ^ ess 
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of their own status. The same analysis also revealed that whatsoever be the 
lamale subjects' own level of attractiveness, they preLerred either equally 
attractive or a level higher attractive male stimulus persons. 
Possibly, the {.eneral tenoency aiiong the lemalc subjects, attaching 
greater importance to the socioeconomic status rather than facial attractiveness 
ot the stimulus persons, and among the male subjects paying more premium 
on facial attractiveness rather than the socioeconomic statms of the stimulus 
persons, ;iay be explained in terms of the sex-roles, cultural conditioning 
and self-perception, Presumablj-, the socioeconomic status is the property of 
the males and attractiveness of the females so that while evaluating the males, 
the females'greatest consideration is the formers'status, because in their own 
right,whatsoever social status they may be enjoying by virtue/their hailing 
from the upper socioeconomic background, it is probably the status of the one 
with whom they identity, which consequently adds to their own status. That is, 
their status, dependent as it appears to be on the parents' status or the 
liked stimulus person, whatever feelings of inadequacy and insecurity tuey 
may entertain, which their own status, economically or face-wise, does not 
ensure theu^ is probably obtainable substitutively through identii-yin; with 
the sc who can promise it to taeia. 
iiales' attacuing higher value to females' attractiveness rather than 
socioeconomic atatus seems to emanate from taeir cultural conditioning of 
perceiving tneinselves as superior and self-reliant, as compared tu the females. 
Tlie males are al .o supposed not to draw benefit from the liked female stimulu., 
persons' status,, which is generally despised and considered to be somewhat 
undesirable. Thus, for males it i.-. relatively more permissible to make capital 
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of the liked females' facial attractiveness than being perceived as dependent 
on j-etnales' socioeconomic status. In giving greater weif.htape to the i.emales' 
attractiveness, the males probably j^ ratiiy the need for recognition, social 
approval and possibly the need Lor exihibitionism. The female stimulus persons' 
socioeconomic status being of lesser importance to the males^ is presumably 
out of the stereoj:ype. that it is better not to bank upon the females status^ 
and an expression of what is called as 'male chauvanism'. 
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Group B (Physique - attractiveness) 
Table 1. 
ohowing the resulcs of the significance of diiterence between 
percentages of preference of subjects for the asthenic, athletic and 
pyknic stimulus persons (silhouettes), 
N 7o <Str,o C.R p 
A s t h e n i c 40 3 3 . 3 3 
1 2 . 0 6 1.72 < . 1 0 
A t h l e t i c 05 5 4 . 1 6 
S u b j e c t s 1 6 . 1 1 2 . 5 8 < . 0 5 
(n'=120) 
Pyknic 15 12 ,50 
11 ,02 1,89 < , 1 0 
A s t h e n i c 40 3 3 . 3 3 
T a b l e 2 . 
Showing t h e r e s u l t s o t t h e s i g n i f i c a n c e of d i f f e r e n c e be tween 
percenLaf.i s of p r e i . e r e n c e o i male and female s u b j e c t s i-or t h e a s t h e n i c , 
a t h l e t i c and p y k n i c c o u u c e r p a r t s s t i m u l u s p e r s o n s ( s i l h o u e L L e s ) , 
W % <im> C.R p 
A s t h e n i c 32 5 3 , 3 3 
13 ,20 1,25 ;?.10 
A t h l e c t i c 22 3 6 . 0 0 
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N % Ifio C.R p 
Ha le bs i ^ . l 6 2 .02 < . 1 0 
Pyknic 6 10 
18 .32 2 . 3 6 <:.05 
A s t h e n i c 32 5 3 . 3 J 
AsthenLC 
A s t h e n i c 8 1 3 . 3 5 
2 i . l ^ - 2 . 7 6 < . 0 1 
A t h l e t i c 43 7 1 . 0 6 
Female Ss 2 0 . 4 4 2 . 7 7 < . o l 
(N=00) 
Pyknic 9 15 .oo 
7 .45 . .22 > .10 
A s t h e n i c 8 1 3 . 3 3 
Table 3. 
Showing the results ot the significance of difference between 
percentages of prei.erence of asthenic, athletic and pyknic subjects for 
tac asthenic, ataletic and pyknic stimulus persons (silhouettes), 
K % ^Wo C.R p 
i^sthenic 23 57.5 
Asthenic ijs 13.56 1.10 >,10 
(i\l=40) 
A t h l e t i c 17 42,5 
A t h l e t i c 31 77,5 
. . t h l e t i c Ss 19.09 2.88 < , 0 1 
(N=40) 
i is taenic 9 22.5 
c o n t . 
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Pyknic 15 3 7 , 5 
1 1 . 8 8 .42 ^ , 1 0 
A t h l e t i c 17 4 2 , 5 
Pyknic Ss 1 2 . 2 4 1.83 < . 1 0 
(I>J=40J 
A s t h e n i c 8 2 0 , 0 
1 0 . 7 9 1.15 > . 1 0 
Pyknic 15 3 2 . 5 
T a b l e 4 . 
Showing t h e r e s u l t s of t l ie s i g n i f i c a n c e of d i f j - e r e n c e be tween 
p e r c e n t a g e s of p r e r e r e n c e of a s t h e n i c , a t l U e t i c and pyknic male s u b j e c t s 
Lor t h e a s t h e n i c , a t h l e t i c and pykn ic female s t i m u l u s p e r s o n s ( s i l h o u e t t e s ) , 
A s t h e n i c tis 
(ivl=20) 
i i t h l e t i c i>s 
(r.=20) 
A s t h e n i c 
j i t h l e t i c 
i i t h l e t i c 
A s t h e n i c 
t*yknic 
N 
15 
5 
11 
9 
6 
% 
75 
2 5 
5 5 
4 5 
30 
(rD% C.R 
18 .02 2 . 7 7 < . 0 1 
14.2J. . 7 0 ^ ^ 1 0 
10 .03 0 
A t h l e t i c 0 30 
Pyknic oo l i . 8 3 . 8 4 y,lo 
(r<=20) 
A s t h e n i c 8 40 
1 . 0 3 .U4 > . 1 0 
Pyknic o 30 
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T a b l e 5 . 
showing t l ie r e a u l t s o£ the s i g n i f i c a n c e of d i i i - c r e n c e betv;ecn 
pe r ccn t a i ^c s o i p r e i e r e n c e o l a s t h e n i c , a t h l e t i c and p y k n i c female s u b j e c t s 
fo r Lhe a s t h e n i c , a t h l e t i c and pykn ic male s t i t t i t i lus p e r s o n s ( S i l h o u e t t e s ) , 
A s t h e n i c iJs 
(iN=20) 
A t h l e t i c 8s 
(N=20) 
Pykn ic Ss 
(N=20) 
A s t h e n i c 
A t h l e t i c 
A t h l e t i c 
Pyknic 
A t h l e t i c 
i^  % y 1& C.R p 
8 40 
14.42 1.38 > . 1 0 
12 60 
20 100 
9 45 
1 4 . 2 1 .70 > . 1 0 
l i 55 
T a b l e 6 . 
ShoHing t h e r e s u l t s of t h e s i g n i f i c a n c e of d i f f e r e n c e be tween 
p c r c e n t a ^ ' c s oi: p r e f e r e n c e of s u b j e c t s i-or t h e UoES and ESEa s t i m u l u s p e r s o n s 
oubjec Ls 
(N=iao) 
boj ic j 
IISKS 
N 
67 
53 
m; C.R 
55^66 
44.16 
11 .02 1.05 > . 1 0 
60 -
Table 7. 
Showing the resu l t s of the significance of difxerence between 
percentat^es OL preference of male and female subjects lor the Ubtt) and 1-iuJiu 
counterpart stimulus persons. 
Itole ds 
(W=60) 
Female os 
(K=60) 
usEa 
MSES 
VSE6 
MSES 
N % <rD% C.R p 
25 41.66 
12.24 1.30 >.10 
35 58.33 
42 70.00 
9,87 4.05 <,01 
18 30,00 
Table 8. 
Showing the results of the significance of differences between 
percentages of preferences of UoES subjects for the UoES and MSE:^ and of 
the h'bES subjects for the USES and Z'iSES stimulus persons. 
bSliO 
UoiiS OS 
(.1-1=oo; 
I-loES Ss 
( jN=t)0) 
i'JojbS 
USES 
20 
27 
33 .3 
4 5 . 0 
MoEc 
h 'yj OKo C.K P 
40 66.6 
13.i4 2 . 3 J <_.05 
33 55.0 
12,24 .81 ;>.10 
ol 
Table 8. 
cihowing the resultb of the significance of ditLerence between 
percentages of preference of USES male subjects for the UoES and iISEo, 
and of tiie iiiiits male subjects for the liot.S and Ho&H female stimulus peraons. 
DDhS Ss 
McJiilS ys 
(W=30) 
USES 
KSES 
UoES 
MSES 
N Vo ^iKo C.R p 
15 50 
13.90 0 
15 50 
10 .33,3 
17.74 1.87 <.10 
20 66,6 
Table 10. 
Showing the tesults of the significance of diiierence between 
percentages OJ. preference of USES female subjects for the USr,S and hia^S , 
and of the MoES female subjects for the USES and MSi-S male stimulus persons. 
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subjects as a whole have sh( wn the highest preierence for the athletic 
type of body-build in comparison to hoth the asthenic (C.R=1,72, p <^,10) and 
pyknic (G,R=2.58, p<C.05) types of body-build which come next in the same order. 
Compared to the pyknic type, the asthenic body type stimulus person is liked 
significantly more (C.R=1.89, p <.10). As far as our subjects' highest 
preference for the athletic stimulus persons is concerned^ it is corroborated 
by some earlier studies^but these studies have reported the pyknic next and 
asthenic still next as against our subjects' preierence for these body-builds 
(Cavior, 1970; Stafferi, 1967). 
The silhouette of the asthenic female stimulus person has been 
preferred most by the male subjects, the least that OL pyknic,and the silhouette 
of the athletic body-build^occupying an intermediary position. In comparison 
to the pyknic body-build^the subjects have shown a significantly higher 
preference for the athletic body-build (C.R=2.02, p ^.10), while the Leraale 
asthenic body-build is preferred significantly more than the p>knic type 
(C.R=2.36, p <.05). 
Female subjects* liking for the athletic body-build of the male 
stimulus person is significantly higher than that LOT both the asthenic 
(C.R=2.76, p <,01) and pyknic (C.R=2.77, p <..01) t>pes of body-build. 
/ilthough the asthenic type of body-build is not generally preferred 
yet the .aale subjects' greater liking lor the female stimulus person of this 
build appears to be related to the characteristics associated with the asthenic 
bod>-build, such as introversion, shyness, sensitiveness, pliability and so on. 
The males perceive, these characteristics in the asthenic type female stimulus 
person and feel attracted tov/aid t.iem probabl; tor the reason that suca females 
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are less l ikely to pose a threat to t£ie males' need for dominance, asdendence^ 
and a sense of super ior i ty . On the other hand, iemale subjects show a{^,reater 
incl inat ion tor the male a th le t ic body-build. This indicates that while, 
unlike the male subjects, the females con£ormins to the generally-held 
preierenccs, presvmiably consider a th le te laales to be powertul, rigorous, 
energetic , v e r i l e , courageous, adventurous, Lhe charac te r i s t i cs perceived by 
the female subjects in males to ensure them be t te r securi ty, protection^ and 
suit ing the i r general tendency to be dependent* 
The asthenic body-type subjects show a j^reater l ik ing , though not at 
a significant level , for similar stimulus person, as compared to the a th l e t i c 
body-build (C.R=1,10, p 7 ,10 ) . The preference of Lhe a th le t i c subjects is 
s ignif icant ly greater tor the similar rather than the asthenic stimulus person 
(G.R=2,88, p^^.Oi) The pyknic subjects show a s ignif icant ly greater l iking for 
the ati i let ic than lor asthenic stimulus person CC,R=l.b3, p^.lO)^ while for the 
pyknic type, as compared to both the a th le t i c <Gi.R* 0,42, p 7..I0)-and.th^ ^stheftic 
(C.R=l.x5, p > , 1 0 ) , the difterence is not s igni f icant . 
The te©al§ astljenic stimulus persons are preferrea signif icantly more 
than the a th le t i c stimulus personib> the astaenic male subjects (C.R=2,77, p<^.01). 
A greater preference on the part o^ the male a t h l e t i c subjects is shown for 
similar tuan the asthenic temale stimulus person (C.i<=0.70, pyAQ). The pyknic 
male subjects ' highest a t t r ac t ion is for tae asth^-nic stimulus person (AOViO 
ano equal Lor both the a th le t i c and pyknic types (30% each). 
Malo subjects, i r respect ive of the i r body-build, as well asjthe 
asthenic and pyknic subjects , have shown the hij,hest l iking tor the asthenic 
temale stimulus person. That the asthenic temales have a greater a t t r ac t ion 
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value may be explained in terms of their being meak, submissive, manar,eable, 
socially retiring - the characteristics that perhaps suit the male choosers' 
need for dominance and a sense of superiori:!ty. Besides, these females are 
typically fc55t±E^ay feminine. The athletic male subjects beinc a bit 
self-conscious og their better physical form are tempted onl> by a similar 
body-build because neither the pyknic nor the asthenic type is perceived as 
being at par with them. 
The ijemale subjects, may they be asthenic, athletic or pyknic, have 
shown the highest preference for the athletic male stimulus person. Next to 
preferring the athletic type, both the pyknic and asthenic temale subjects have 
preferred male stimulus person with similar body-type (ct. Table S ). Strikingly^ 
for the athletic female subjects no other body-build than their own is oi any 
attraction and so the pyknic and asthenic stimulus persons are not at all 
considered. 
It may be evident from the results that the pyknic stimulus person 
is least preferred except when the evaluator happens to be of tne same bulid. 
That is, similarity appears to operate more in the attraction or the pyknic 
type of subjects. 
The athletic males equally attract the asthenic, athletic and pyknic 
i.emale aubjects presumably because they are (athletic males) viewed as energetic 
active, cidv nturouc, preserving socially balanced, rpod looking (and so perceived 
as good natured too) - the characteristics valued b> females in males, and thus 
the main considerations in females' choices. The explanation given earlier for 
the iemale evaluators*irrespective oc their own body-build^tor the athletic 
males applies here also. This confirms that among the female subjects there is 
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a consistent tendency to be influenced more by the body status of the stimulus 
person vis-a-vis their own body status. 
When the evaluators' own socioeconomic status is not under consideration, 
their tendency on the whole is Lo like the USES stiiiulus person. The same is 
true of the Lemale subjects who also show a signiticantly higher preference 
for the USES rather than the MSKS stimulus person (C.R=4,05, p^^.Ol), The 
male subjects, however show almost an equal amount of liking lor subjects 
belongin;^ to both the socioeconomic strata, though they are slightly more 
inclined toward the MSES stimulus person. 
As explained earlier, an attraction for the Viiho is probably 
understandable as it tends to satisfy the need for pleasure and comfort, which 
are associated with the USES, ensuring economic security and social well-being. 
In identifying with the USES, people either aspire to attain the position 
of this status, or substitutively, gratify the need for status and material 
comfort, if they happen to be lower in status; and if tliey are of the sane 
status, a need to stick to their privileged position. With the lemale subjects 
a consistent treno is to identify with the USES males aj-ain for the reasons 
stated in the preceding, lines. Whereas, by and lar^e in the pretcrenccs of 
male subjects lor the -emales the socioeconomic status of the latter is not 
a very important tactor. 
That similar rather than the dissimilar stimulus person is of greater 
attraction value to the USKS subjects ma> be interpreted thus: the UbKS subjects 
are conscious of taeir privileged and advantageous position which the> dcjnot 
want to forgo,and perhaps find themselves incapable of coping wita the conditions 
that would ensue trim identi-jinj with dissimilar stimulus person^(belonging 
to a lower social status, i,e. MSES), To the MSEo subjects, the stimulus person 
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Of their own status is more attractive, although they are not very rij^ id about 
it as is indicated by tiieir almost equal inclination for both the Uobo and 
MbKi) stimulus persons. It is obvious that the central factor in determining 
the attraction of the USEd as well as MSES subjects is similarity. Numerous 
parallel findings (cited earlier) corroborate thia (Byrne et al,, I960; 
Dahlke, 1953; Hollinshead, 1949), 
The VoV^S male subjects have shown an equal liking for both the U^ 'E-b 
and I-ISES female stimulus persons, whereas the USES subjects show a significantly 
greater attraction for the jtemales of similar socioeconomic status (C.R=I,87, 
p<.10). 
The UriES male stimulus persons are preferred sl£,nif icanily more b> 
the USES females (C.R=3,03, p ^ [^,01), Similarly^ the MSES female subjects show 
a higher preference (though not at a significant level) for the USEti male 
stimulus person. On the basis of this finding and the one reported earlier 
(cf. Discussion Group A ) , it may be observed that in determining female choices 
Lheir own socioeconomic status plays hardly any role and they invariably 
identity with the UbES male stimulus person. On the contrary, the socioeconomic 
bLatUd of Lue males does play a role in deternininj^ their liking tor the 
stiwulu., person, H similar socioeconomic status of the stimulus person attracts 
tue males, more than an> o. her thinj , 
when the socioeconomic statUi, and physique Oi. the stimulus person 
is under consideration, the subjects show an equal liking LOT tue Ubilo, UohS 
athletic stimulus persons (ct. Table II), 
As far as males are concerned, they preier most the MSEo asthenic 
female (46,6%), However, the leiaale subjects show almost equal liking for botu 
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the USlid and MSiiS athletic males. It may be noted that the results relating 
to the separate analysis oi the role o£ physique and socioeconimic statur 
in males'* attraction (reported earlier) repeat themselves when meee two factors 
are considered simultaneously. But the female subjects' attraction for tae 
athletic males is consistently greater both in terms OL the separate as veil 
as the combined analysis oi Lue role of physique and socioeconomic status, 
though they may equally prefer the MSES male stimulus person, provided they 
are also athletic in build. That the pattern of results of separate analysis 
of the rile of physique and socioeconomic status in attraction does not change 
in the composite analysis, the explanations for males' and females' pre^-erences 
on the basis of either of the two factors^ given earlier in this chapter held 
here also. 
Except tor the USES pyknic subjects, who are attracted by similar 
status anil dissimilar body-build^i.e. athletic, the attraction of all other 
groups of subjects seems to be determined by similarity in both physique and 
socioeconomic status (cf. Table 12). 
The VSEti asthenic male subjects show,equal liking for the similar 
USiid asthenic as well as the USES asthenic female stimulus persons(40',o), 
•jhereas the libhb asthenic subjects sh'w dtliking for the similar ^emale stimulus 
person. The VShS athletic male subjects preier tue similar to the same extent 
as the MdKS asthenic j-emale stimulut, person (40%). The £JoES.female stimulus 
persons with asthenic and athletic build are equally preferred by tae MoEb 
athletic male subjects (50',o). Attraction due to dissimilarity is to be seen 
in tue case of the pyknic subjects^who have chosen female stiiiiulus persons 
one level lower to them in S( cial status and one level higher (according to 
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our subjects 'hierarchy) to the i r own build. Whereas the MbEb p>knic male subjects 
liave chosen the U,aiici a th l e t i c and MaES asthenic temale stimulus persons, a^ain 
sujjl^,esting that in <jetermininj_^ the a t t rac t ion ot pyknic subjects , i t i s by and 
larj.e d i s s i u i l a r i t : rati^er than similar i ty ou <.h.e stimulus personr . that counts. 
The UcJKS a th le t ic male s t iaulus person is pre erred b> the UdEd 
asthenic, a th l e t i c and MdES a th le t i c iemale subjects . The MSES a th le t i c male 
stimulus persons equally a t t r a c t ttie MSES asthenic, pyknic and USES pyknic 
r female subjects, Barinj!, the MSES asthenic male subjects and tue USES a th le t i c 
female subjects, where a t t rac t ion is for the similar stimulus person, in no 
other combinations s imi lar i ty in terms of both ph>siqye and socioeconomic 
s ta tus seems to play any r o l e . 
N U M M A R Y 
The present study proposed to determine tae role of physical 
concomitants - lacial attractiveness and physique-attractiveness-and social 
concomitants - sex and socioeconomic status - in interpersonal attraction. 
Toward this end, it was to be determined: (1) what type of persons' tacc, 
phyclique and socioeconomic status were generally preferred; (2) to what extent 
subjects' similarity - dissimilarity to the stimulus persons' with respect to 
lace, physique and socioeconomic status played a role in interpersonal attraction* 
The studies reviewed pertained directly to the purpose of the ptesent 
investigation suggesting that certain inadequacies existed that K4d to be 
mended. Whereas in the earlier research only the physical attractiveness oi 
the stimulus person was considered^the present investigation, besides this, 
also took into consideration the attractiveness or the responding subject 
presuming that one's own subjective estimate oi attractiveness was an important 
zactor in attraction, 
studies oo. between -sex attraction £ r di^ierent types of body-build 
have mainly employed silhoucite witi-. variations in part., OL tue btoy uepicted 
but tae silhouetLCs as such die n<jt provide all the necessarmniormation abouu 
tue parts ot tae body, Thercj. ore in the present invcbtigation such information 
was also lurnished alongside tue silhoviettci) oC the whole b idy, L'Virther, 
subjecto prei-erencesfor the ditierent budy-builus or di^-crent parts, of the 
bouy-builo, were obtained also considering tue body-build of the subject, a 
factor generally ignored in the earlier studies. 
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'IWo major sources of attraction - physical-attractivenes and 
socioeconomic status ot the projected stimulus person - hane been recognized in 
interpersonal attraction research and each one has been explored separately, 
either "by providing similar or dissimilar socioeconomic status profiles or a 
similar or dissimilar photographs. In order to determine the relative contribution 
of the each factor, the present investigator, in addition to taking up the two 
i-'actors separately, also studied their joint effect on attraction, similarly, 
socioeconomic status profiles and silhouettes of the body-build being studied 
separately, were also taken up together to know the joint eti-ect for a particular 
body-build. 
The study was conducted in two phases, one relating to facial 
attractiveness and the other to physique-attractiveness, the number of subjects 
in each phase being 120, Subjects for each phase were selected on the basis 
of sex, age and socioeconomic status from the collepe population. Tools used 
in the study included a set of facial photographs, a set of silhciuettcs of 
various types of body-build and different socioeconomic status profiles purported 
to provide information about the stimului, pers n. The tools were administered 
in snal' groups uf 2 to 4 subjects with the instructions that t.;c> we.e 
participa^in', in an experL^cnt i^n pers^ n-pcrcepLioi^, that t..e; ws uld have 
to make jud^,ement abnut anjthci pci son nn the baais i.f tae ; ivcn laterial. To 
anal>je the data, critical ratio of percenta;es and simple percentaj^ .es were used. 
iiesults are presented in two major groups relating to tUe two aspects 
of attraction: a) facial and h) physique, iinal>sis of these physical coneomitantj 
of interpersonal attraction has been carried out separately, lor these 
determinants, inaependent equated sample have been employed, the number of 
subjects in each case being 120. Thus, in each phase the data hawe been treated 
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with either i.acial or physique being the central factor with sex and socioeconomic 
status as moderatinf, variables, influencing interpersonal attraction. 
following uertsome of the observations and hijhlights ot the study: 
Subjects taken as a wkole have shown the hipjiest preference for 
the uppermost in the hierarchies pertaining to face, physique 
and aES (i.e. High attractive, athletic and USES stimulus person). 
liales as a distinct group have shown greater preferences for the 
high-attractive, but instead of being attracted by the athletic 
and UiiES, their attraction is more for the asthenic and MiJES 
female stimulus persons - a deviation from the subjects' overall 
preference. 
The female.subjects have strictly conformed to the subjects ' 
overall preferences. 
The male subjects have shown the greatest liking for the high 
attractive females irrespective of their own level of attractiveness, 
The females ' attraction is more for the athletic male stimulus 
person irrespective of their (females) own body-build. 
In temale subjects' attraction for the male stimulus persons^the 
main considerations are the latter, socioeconomic status and physique, 
ahereaj subjects' likin; was for the USiid and hif>-attractivB, 
it was for the high-attractive and hlSdd siimulus persons, wnen 
tnese two ^actors were taken up together, 
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Socioeeonomic status Profiles 
Upper socioeconomic status Profile 
1, Father / Guardian Income and Occupation; Rs, 1000 and above 
Medical pracLitioners / 
Lawyers / University teachers / Government officials / Executives / 
Prosperous businessman and wealthy landlords. 
2, Monthly spending on entertainment 
(a). Picture or cinema Rs, 40/-
(b). Picnic or parties -i 
(c). Hotels (on friends) J "^^ ' ^°i'' 
3, Miscellaneous 
(a)« Hostel accomodation Rs. 15/- (b). Dry cleaning Rs. 20/-
(c). Food Rs. 100/- (d). and other goods Rs, 25/-
4, Clothing and cosmetics Rs, 50/-
Middle socioeconomic status profile 
1, i-''ather / Guaroian Income and Occupation: Rs, 500/- to Rs, 1000/-
Serai professionals / 
School teachers / Clerks / Petty shopkeepers / farmers and the like, 
2, Monthly spending on entertainment 
(a). Picture or cinema Rs. 30/-
Cb), '^ icnic or parties -i 
(c). Hotels (on friends)J ^^' 3»/-
3, Miscellaneous 
(a). Hostel accomodation Rs, 10/- (b). Dry cleaning KS, 20/-
(c). Food Ks. 70/- (d), and other goods Rs, 10/-
4, Clothing and cosmetics Rs. 30/-
S i l h o u e t t e s o£ t h e B o d ^ - b u i l d ( A s t h e n i c . Male a i:-emale) 
- 1 1 -
Male Female 
H e i g h t 108 .4 Cm. 1 5 3 . 8 Qu. 
Weight 50,i> % . 3 2 . 8 Kg, 
S h o u l d e r 3 5 , 5 Oi.. 4 4 , 4 Cm. 
C h e s t / B r e a s t 8 4 . 1 Cm. 7 7 , 7 Cm. 
Stomach 7 4 , 1 Cm, o7 .7 Cm. 
Hips 
jforearmCCircum) 
Hand (Gircum) 
Cajf ( c i r c u m ) 
Length of l e g 
Male 
8 4 , 7 Cm. 
2 3 , 5 Cm, 
i.9,7 Cm. 
3 0 . 0 Cm. 
8 9 . 4 Cm. 
t?'emale 
8 2 . 2 Cm. 
2 0 . 4 Cm. 
1 8 , 0 Cm. 
2 7 . 7 Cm. 
79 .2 Cm. 
s i l h o u e t t e s of the Body-build ( A t h l e t i c . Male & i:''emale) - Ill -
Male i.''emale 
Height 170.0 On. 163,5 On. 
Weight 62.9 Kg. 61,7 Kg. 
Shoulder 39.1 Cm, 37,i^  Cm. 
Cheat/Breast 91,7 Cm. 86,0 Cm. 
Stomach 79,6 Cm, 75,1 Qn. 
Hips 
Forearm(Circum) 
Hand (Circum) 
Calf (Circum) 
Length of leg 
Male 
91,9 Cm. 
25,2 Cm. 
2i,7 Cm. 
33,1 Cm. 
90.9 Cm, 
Female 
95.8 Cm, 
24,2 Cm. 
20,0 Cm, 
3i.7 Cm. 
85.0 Cm. 
Silhouettes of the Body-build (Pyknic, Male k i^ 'emale) 
- 1.V 
Male Female 
Height 167,8 Cm. 156,5 Cm. 
Weight 68,0 Kg. 56.3 Kg. 
Shoulder 30,9 Cm. 34.3 Cm. 
Chest/Breast 94.5 Cm, 8u,0 Cm, 
Stomach 88,8 Cm, 78.7 Cm. 
Hips 
Forearm (Circum) 
Hand (Circum) 
Calf (Circum) 
Length of leg 
Male 
92,0 Cm, 
^5,5 Cm. 
20,7 Cm, 
33,2 Cm. 
87,4 Cm, 
t'emale 
94,2 Cm. 
22.4 Cm. 
18.6 Cm. 
31,2 Cm. 
80.5 Cm. 
